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It is looking increasingly likely that the SNP will form a partnership with the Scottish Greens for the
next term of the Scottish Parliament but what does this result mean for a second Scottish ...
What does the Scottish Parliament election result mean for a 2nd Scottish independence
referendum?
Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon has already set her sights on another referendum on
independence from the U.K.
Scottish independence could be one step closer after SNP election result
The SNP won a historic fourth consecutive term in government but already big issues exist that will
likely dominate this Scottish Parliament.
Holyrood’s back: Six of the big issues facing new Scottish Parliament
Set against the background of post-revolution Scottish ecclesiastical politics, this book addresses
the hitherto largely neglected religious dimension to the ...
Scottish Presbyterians and the Act of Union 1707
Partnership with EnBW looking to take advantage of Scotland's 'world-class' offshore energy supply
chain should they be successful in the ScotWind licensing rou ...
BP looks to build list of contractors for potential Scottish wind projects
LONDON (Reuters) -Scottish leader Nicola Sturgeon told British Prime Minister Boris Johnson on
Sunday that another referendum on independence was inevitable after her party won a resounding
election ...
Scottish leader to London: Independence vote a matter of 'when, not if'
The Scottish Parliament elections take place this Thursday, May 6. What will they really be
about?Health, education, transport, crime and justice, no doubt; and both the performance of the
government ...
Ambitious Act of Union Bill is the 'new game in town' - Lord Lisvane
If there is a majority in the Scottish elections for an independence vote, it has to go ahead A barber
at work in Edinburgh: ‘Rethinking how we provide economic security will be one of the ...
Ignoring the will of the Scots would be an act worthy of Trump
This was a reference to legislation passed by the moribund Labour government of Prime Minister
James Callaghan, which envisaged the creation of a Scottish Assembly. Just over half of those who
voted ...
To Save the U.K. Give Scottish Nationalists the Canada Treatment
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Ms Baillie added: “I am proud Scottish Labour is the party of equality. “The equality act frames our
approach to all of these matters. “Our manifesto will include… reform of the gender ...
Scottish Labour vows to put ‘women at the heart of our recovery’
Hearts captain Steven Naismith will lift the Scottish Championship trophy in a low-key "act of
respect" after Saturday's visit of Inverness Caledonian Thistle. There will be no "fanfare" to mark ...
Hearts: Captain Steven Naismith to lift Scottish Championship trophy in 'act of respect'
A BRICK has been thrown through the window of the headquarters of the Scottish Lib Dems ...
should be about the clash of ideas, not about acts of violence. "I would like to thank Police Scotland
...
Brick thrown through window of Scottish Lib Dems’ Edinburgh HQ as man arrested
Hearts captain Steven Naismith will lift the Scottish Championship trophy as an "act of respect".
The club faced a dilemma after a number of fans campaigned for them to boycott the presentation
in ...
Hearts will lift the Scottish Championship trophy despite fans calling for a boycott
PEORIA – The Scottish Rite Cathedral is nearly ready for its second act. KDB Group, which
purchased the historic Peoria building in 2019, is putting the finishing touches on its extensive $5 ...
Get a sneak peek inside the $5M renovation of Peoria's Scottish Rite Cathedral
If there is a majority in the Scottish elections for an independence vote, it has to go ahead Last
modified on Sat 24 Apr 2021 17.07 EDT The Covid pandemic has required every nation to reimagine
...
Ignoring the will of the Scots would be an act worthy of Trump
which envisaged the creation of a Scottish Assembly. Just over half of those who voted (51.6%) said
“Yes.” However, an amendment to the act (the work of George Cunningham, a Scot who was ...
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